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Sl. INTRODUCTION 
IN .A RECENT paper [2], A. Haefliger constructed classifying spaces for foliations of co- 
dimension CJ on open manifolds. In the case of real foliations, he calls the space Sr, and he 
obtains a map v: BT, + BO, . In [I], the first author showed that the rational pontrjagin 
ring of the quotient bundle of a foliation vanishes in high dimensions. This result may be 
interpreted as follows. 
THEOREM 1. v*: Hk(BO,; Q) --) Hk(BT,; Q) is the zero map if k > 2q. 
In this paper we provide a negative answer to the question raised in [l] as to whether 
these results hold over the integers. We do this by constructing enough examples of folia- 
tions whose integral pontrjagin rings are non-zero mod p in high dimensions for all odd 
primes p. These foliations are the “ horizontal ” foliations of bundles with discrete structural 
groups, Translating this result to a statement about the map v we show that any infinite 
cyclic subgroup G c Hk(BO,; 2) injects under v *, But if k > 2q Theorem 1 implies that 
the natural map p: Hk(BTq; 2) + Hk(BIYq; Q) sends v*(G) to zero. Finally we show that 
whenever the above situation holds the homology of the second space must be infinitely 
generated in dimension k - 1. This gives our main theorem. 
THEOREM 3. H,,_,(BT, ; Z) is not jinitely generated if2k > q and q 2 2. 
We also show: 
THEOREM 2. v* : H*(BO,; Z,) --f H*(BT,; Z,) is injective for q 2 2 and p an odd prime. 
Note that the above theorems imply that nk(FrJ must be non-finitely generated for 
some k where FT, is the fiber of v. 
Actually much more can be shown than is done here. There are spaces BST, and 
BUT, associated with BSO, and BUq respectively with properties similar to those of Br,. 
See [3]. Since the bundles used here all carry a natural complex structure (and so are orient- 
able) one obtains theorems corresponding to Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 by replacing 
BO, and BJY, by BlJ, and BlJr, (or BSO, and SST,) throughout the paper. By arguments 
similar to those presented here one can show that v* is injective in 2 cohomology for all 
these spaces. The fact that v* is injective on non-torsion elements is a corollary of Theorem 
2. Since BLJ, is torsion free, nothing more is required for this case. To show the result for 
t The work of the first author was supported in part by the N.S.F. under grant GP-65650. 
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BO, and BSO, one need only show that v* is injective in Z, cohomology, since BO, and 
BSO, have only order two torsion. This can be done by constructing foliations on bundles 
over Lens spaces and using these to show that there exist mapsf; and fz making the diagrams 
BT, BSr, 
BZ, - BO 
if L BG, -y-+ BSO, 
commute, where i, and ix are the natural maps. The result now follows from this information 
and commutative diagrams such as the following 
BI-, x . . . x BI-, - Bl- 4 
I Y x . . . x Y I Y 
BO1x-..xBO, 2 BO 4 
where @ is the Whitney sum map. One obtains corresponding statements about the non- 
finite generation of the homologies of BST, and BUIY, and the homotopy groups of FST, 
and FUT,. This is done in [4]. Some of these extensions have also been obtained by 
John Wood [j]. 
$2. HORIZONTAL FOLLATIONS Ah4 THE COUNTEREXAMPLES 
We begin with some general remarks about horizontal foliations. Let X be a manifold 
and n: E + Xa vector bundle over X with discrete structural group G. Locally E is a product 
and each product neighborhood has a natural horizontal foliation. Since G is discrete, the 
change of coordinates maps are locally constant and so preserve these local foliations. This 
gives a foliation of E called the horizontal foliation. The quotient bundle 7 to the horizontal 
foliation on E is isomorphic to x*(E). Also, the zero sectionj: X-+ E is a leaf of the folia- 
tion and j*(q) is isomorphic to E. Letf: X-+ BO, crassify E. Thenfo x classifies n*(E) and 
by a result of Haefliger, [2] Corollary 2.3, there is a bundle map f: E -+ BT, such that 
Y 0 f = fo 71. Letting! = 3 0 j we obtain a commutative diagram of bundle maps 
3 
(*I 
/ I 
X 7 BO ‘I 
We will use this diagram in the next section. 
We have the following situation: a manifold X and a vector bundle x: E -+ X such that 
n*(E) is the quotient bundle of a foliation on E. Since n * is an isomorphism in cohomology, 
the pontrjagin ring of n*(E) is the same as that of E. Thus to construct foliations whose 
quotient bundles have integral pontrjagin rings which do not vanish in high dimensions, 
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we need only construct bundles with discrete structural groups whose mod p pontrjagin 
rings do not vanish in high dimensions for some prime p. 
Let X = S’“-l/Z, where p is an odd prime, S2”- ’ c C” and Z, acts through 0; x . . . 
x U,. Let L be the basic complex line bundle over X. L has structural group Z,. The first 
Chern class ofL, c,(L), generates H’(X; Z,) and an easy argument using the Gysin sequence 
shows (c,(L))“-’ # 0, and H*(X; Z,) I Z,[c,]/((c,)"). The pontrjagin class of L is 1 - (cl>’ 
and the ring generated by it has non-zero elements in dimension 2[n/2]. Choosing n large 
we are done. 
$3. TRANSLATION TO HAEFLIGER'S SPACE 
We use the results of the previous section to prove Theorem 2. Before doing so we need 
a lemma which is a special case of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA. v* : H*(B02 ; Zp) -+ H*(Br, ; Z,) is injectiue for p an oddprime. 
Proof. Recall the commutative diagram (*) of Section 2. Let X= S"'-l/Z, and 
E = L. Then H*(X; Z,)I Z,[c,(L)]/(cl(L))". Since H*(BO,; Z,) = Z,[p,] and f*(&= 
-(cl(L)‘), f * is injective up to dimension 2[42]. The diagram (*) commutes, so by taking 
n arbitrarily large the result follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let @ : BO, x . . . x BOz -+ BO,, be the Whitney sum map and 
i: BOzy -+ B024+l the inclusion map. Also, let g: BT, x a.* x Br2 -+ BT,, be the map 
which classifies the product of q copies of the universal T2 structure as a IYzq structure and 
let h: Brzq -+ Br2q+l be the map which classifies the universal lFzq structure as a r,,+l 
structure. The diagram 
x2 x ,.. x Br, - Br a - Br 2q+l 
Y h 
I Y x ... x Y 
Bo, x 0.. x B02 - BO 29 - BO 
8 
2qfl 
I 
commutes. The right square commutes since i 0 v and v 0 h classify the same bundle. The 
left square commutes for the same reason. It is well known that (@)* and i* are injective 
in Z, cohomoiogy, and it follows from the Kiinneth formula and the Lemma that 
( v x ... x v)* is injective in Z, cohomology. The result now follows. 
COROLLARY. If G is an infinite cyclic subgroup of H*(BO,; Z) then v* is an injection 
on G. 
Proof. This is a consequence of the previous theorem, the commutative diagram 
H*(BO,; Z) v* H*(BI-,; Z) 
1 V* 1 
H*(BO,; Z,) - H*W,; Z,) 
where the vertical homomorphisms are the natural maps, and the fact that t( is just tensoring 
with Z,. 
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S4. PROOF OF THEOREAl 3 
Theorem 3 is a corollary of the following more general theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Lel v: X- Y be a map betrveen CW complexes and let p: H*(X; Z) + 
H*(X; Q) be the natural map. Suppose that there is an infinite cyclic subgroup G c H”( Y; Z) 
such that v* is inject& on G and p 0 v*(G) = 0. Then H,_,(X; Z) is not finitely generated. 
ProoJ For any CW complex and Z module &f there is a functorial split exact sequence 
0 -+ Ext(H,_,(X; Z), A4) --, Hk(X; M) --f Hom(H,(X; Z), AI) -+ 0. 
If H,_,(X; Z) is finitely generated then Ext(H,_,(X; Z), Z) consists entirely of torsion 
elements. Consider the diagram 
lfk( Y; Z) A P(X; Z) 
i’ 
. tfh(X; Q) 
r ! \ s 
Hom(H,(X; Z), Z) @ Ext(H,_ ,(A’; Z), Z) Hom(H,(.Y; Z), Q) 
Hom(tl,(X; Z), Z) @ Q 
where r and s are the natural isomorphisms, rr(a) = a @ 1 and t is the natural map. 
The diagram commutes on the chain level so it commutes. Chasing one way we have 
p o v*(G) = 0. Since the kernel of w 0 r is the torsion part of H“(X; Z) and t is an inject- 
ion, s-l 0 t 0 LV 0 r 0 v*(G) # 0 a contradiction. Thus H,_,(X; Z) is not finitely generated. 
APPENDIX 
For those familiar with Haefliger’s interpretation of BT, as the Milnor classifying-space 
of the topological semigroup r4 of germs of diffeomorphisms of R4, (see [3]) one can also 
explain Theorem 2 in the following more functorial manner. 
First recall that in this model for BT, , the map 
13: BI-, --f BCL, 
is induced by the continuous map of topological semigroups : 
v”: r4-t GL,, 
which sends a germ y E Ts, to dy evaluated at the source of y. 
On the other hand, there is also an obvious inclusion 
7: CL,+ I-, 
which assigns to g E CL, the germ at 0 of the diffeomorphism of R4 induced by g via the 
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standard action of GL, . Note, however, that this inclusion is continuous only if GL, is given 
its discrete topology! Let us write GLq6 for this object. Then we have the following diagram 
GL,"+-'+ GL, 
of maps of topological semigroups, which via the Milnor-construction induces maps 
BGLq6 >BT,&BGL,. 
To prove Theorem 2 it is therefore sufficient to prove a corresponding result for the 
composition: 
w:BGLq6+BGL,. 
For this purpose let T = R/Z x . x R/Z (I-factors) f = [q/2]; be a maximal torus of 
GL, and let 
T, = Q/Z x ... x Q/Z 
be the corresponding product of the rationals mod Z in the discrete topology. 
Clearly one then has the diagram: 
(vet)* 
H*(BGL,') - H*(BGL,) 
H*W,) - H*(BT). 
Furthermore it is well-known that except at the prime 2, j* is an isomorphism onto the 
ring of invariants in H*(BT) under the Weyl-group of G& . Hence to prove non-vanishing 
theorems for v* it is sufficient to prove them for c(*. 
On the other hand, the injectivity of z* is quite easy to establish. Consider first the one 
dimensional case: T = R/Z, T, = Q/Z. One has TQ = lim, Z/nZ. Because the indexing set of 
this limit is Zf, the infinite telescope lim,, BZ/nZ represents BT, . Finally because Z/nZ 
is finite, the cohomology of BZ/nZ is finite in each dimension >O so that we can use the 
inverse limit to compute the reduced cohomology of H+(BT'): 
H+(BTp)=EH +@Z/nZ>. 
Now the reduced cohomology of BZ/nZ (over Z throughout) is the ideal Z/nZ[x]+ generated 
by x in Z/nZ[x], with x the pullback under u of the generator of H'(BT). It follows that 
H+(BTQ)- z[x]+, 
where 
2 = lim Z/nZ, 
C 
is the profinite completion of Z. 
In short, then, when dim T = 1, a* is not only injective but induces an isomorphism 
of the profinite completion of H+(BT) with H+(BT,J: 
ti++(BT)=H+(BTQ), 
and under this isomorphism a* corresponds to the canonical injection of H+(BT) in its 
profinite completion. 
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Using this and the Kiinneth theorem, the injectivity of r* is then easily seen also in the 
general case. Actually, the following precise generalization of the l-dimensional case is 
valid : 
PROPOSITION. The inclusion TQ + T induces an isomorphism of 
&+(BT) = 2[x,, . . ..xJ+ 
with H ‘(B&). 
We sketch a proof of this fact along lines suggested by D. Quillen. Consider the 
diagram : 
o-z- Q- QIZ - 0 
o- 2 - h3Q -----l&Q/Z- 0 
Z Z 
where the lower sequence is obtained by tensoring with 2. Because 2 is torsion free, this 
lower sequence is also exact. Furthermore, the last arrow on the right is an isomorphism 
because Q/Z = lim Z/nZ and 2 0 Q/Z = lim(g/nz N Z/nZ). Now H+(BTo: Q) = 
H+(BTo; 2 Oz Q) = 0. It follows, therefore, that 
H+(BT,; Z) N H+(BTQ; 2), 
and the proposition will now follow once we prove that 
H*(BTQ; 2) = 2[x,, . . . , x,]. 
Finally, this formula is established by induction on dim T, via the spectral sequence 
of the product 
B(Q/Z)’ x BQ/Z = B(Q/Z)k+‘. 
In fact, E, of this spectral sequence is H*(BQ/Z; 2[xx,, . . . , xk]) by the induction hypothesis 
and hence is already equal to 2[x,, . . . , x~+~]. On the other hand, the differentials vanish, 
for instance, because there are only even dimensional terms. Q.E.D. 
A final remark to explain this somewhat labored approach. The point is that if one 
computes via the inverse limit, all kinds of “error terms” due to the Kiinneth formula 
appear in each finite approximation and it is then cumbersome to show that they disappear 
in the inverse limit. 
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